Introduction
There is a need for a new approach to multiple-group factor analysis when there are many groups such as with country comparisons of achievement (PISA, TIMSS, PIRL) or cross-cultural studies (ISSP, ESS etc). The goal of multiple group factor analysis is to study measurement invariance and also group differences in factor means and variances. The standard approach of using confirmatory factor analysis with equality constraints is too cumbersome to be practical for the analysis of many groups where there can be a large number of non-invariant measurement parameters. In this note we describe a radically different method: Alignment optimization. This method is implemented in Mplus Version 7.1.
Consider the multiple group factor analysis model
where p = 1, ..., P and P is the number of observed indicator variables, g = 1, ..., G and G is the number of groups, i = 1, ..., N g where N g is the number of independent observations in group g, η ig is a latent variable and we assume that ε ipg ∼ N (0, θ pg ), η ig ∼ N (α g , ψ g ).
One common approach to estimating the above factor analysis model is to hold the intercept ν pg and loading parameters λ pg equal across groups, hold the factor mean in the first group fixed to 0 and the factor variance in the first group fixed to 1. The problem with such an approach is that it can not accommodate measurement non-invariance, i.e., the intercept and loading equalities may not hold for all groups and that will lead to a misspecified model and bias in the parameter estimates.
On the other hand if we estimate the model where all loadings and intercepts are unconstrained the factor means and factor variances can not be identified and are typically fixed to 0 and 1 respectively. This model is typically referred to as the configural model. Because the factor mean and variance are not identified in the configural model the factors f are not comparable across groups and will be on a different scale in each group. It is not possible to compare factor score across individuals from different groups and it is not possible to compare factor means across groups.
There are two models that can be estimated using Bayesian methods and are sufficiently flexible to allow group specific measurement model as well as group specific factor mean and variance. The first model is described in Asparouhov and Muthén (2012) . This is the random intercept and loading model where ν pg , λ pg , α g , ψ g are random effects and each of these parameters is the combination of a population specific fixed parameter as well as a random effect, group specific deviation from the population parameter. This model however does not focus on identifying measurement invariance. In fact even if a single group has a non-invariant parameter the model will estimate a random effect for each group and a deviation from the overall population parameter. When interpreting this model we would conclude that this parameter is not invariant. However, the model will not yield the more precise conclusion, namely, that the parameter is not invariant only in one of the groups. In addition, the measurement parameter estimates will be biased and that will lead to incorrect factor mean and variance estimates.
The second Bayesian approach is the BSEM approach described in Muthén and Asparouhov (2013), Section 4, where all measurement intercepts and loadings are held approximately equal / invariant across groups by specifying highly correlated priors. The drawbacks of this approach are similar to those of the random intercept and slope models. The parameter estimation is based on minimizing the variability of the measurement parameters across groups rather than discovering invariance patterns.
Another common approach to estimating the above model is based on modification indices. As a first step a full measurement invariance model is estimated. This model is also referred to as the scalar invariance model. The model fit is evaluated and if the full invariance model does not fit well, then modification indices are used to relax the full invariance model step by step, i.e., one parameter at a time. The problem with this approach is that the model modifications are done manually and many models have to be estimated before a well fitting model is found. Another problem with this approach is that among the many well fitting models the modification indices approach does not guarantee that the simplest most interpretable model with the fewest number of non-invariance parameters is reached. Even with 3 groups the simplest path of model modification may not be obvious.
In the next section we describe a new approach that can estimate the above model, i.e., it doesn't assume measurement invariance and can estimate the factor mean and variance parameters in each group while discovering the most optimal measurement invariance pattern. The method incorporates a simplicity function similar to the rotation criteria used with EFA analysis.
Alignment
The alignment approach can estimate all of the above parameters ν pg , λ pg , α g , ψ g by incorporating in the estimation the natural assumption that the number of measurement non-invariance parameters and the amount of measurement non-invariance is minimal, i.e., is as small as possible. In the first step the alignment approach estimates the configural model where α g = 0, ψ g = 1 for every g and all loading and intercept parameters are estimated as free and unequal. We call this model the base model M0. This is the best fitting model among all multiple group factor analysis models as it has no parameter restrictions. The final aligned model that we propose here has the same fit as the M0 model, i.e, despite the fact that the aligned model attempts to minimize the amount of non-invariance it does not compromise the fit. The relationship between M0 and the final aligned model parallels in EFA the relationship between the unrotated model (which has the best fit among all CFA models with a fixed number of factors) and the rotated model which simplifies the loading matrix without compromising the fit of the model, i.e., has teh same fit as the unrotated model.
Denote the estimates of model M0 by ν pg,0 and λ pg,0 . For every set of parameters α g and ψ g there are intercept and loading parameters ν pg and λ pg that yield the same likelihood as the configural model. These parameters can be obtained as follows
We want to choose α g and ψ g so that we minimize the amount of measurement non-invariance. To formalize this in the alignment part of the optimization we minimize with respect to α g and ψ g the total loss /simplicity function F which accumulates the total measurement non-invariance
For every pair of groups and every intercept and loading parameter we add to the total loss function the difference between the parameters scaled via the component loss function (CLF) f . CLF has been used in EFA analysis, see for example Jennrich (2006) and it is used similarly here. One good choice for the CLF is
where is a small number such as 0.0001. The function is approximately equal to |x|. It is exactly equal to |x| when the small number is set to 0. We use a positive so that we get a CLF that has a continuous first derivative which make the optimization of the total loss function F easier than if we use a CLF that has no continuous first derivative. This is because most optimization routines rely on continuous first derivatives. The choice of f (x) = |x| leads to no loss, if x = 0. If x < 1 the loss is amplified, that is,
Thus the total loss function F will be minimized at a solution where there are few big nonzero components rather than many small and medium non-zero components. This connects well with the practical assumption that most measurement parameters should be invariant and few should be non-invariant, i.e., the simplicity function is optimized for measurement parameters with few noninvariant parameters and many invariant parameters rather than many noninvariant parameters with medium size differences. This is similar to the fact that the EFA rotation functions aim for either large or small loadings, but not mid-sized loadings. The weight factor w g 1 ,g 2 in F is set to reflect the group size and the amount of certainty we have in the group estimates for a particular group. We use
With this weight factor bigger groups will contribute more to the total loss function than smaller groups. Minimizing the total loss function will generally identify the parameters α g and ψ g in all groups except the first group. To identify the parameters in the first group we use the parameter constraints
and we set α 1 = 0. This second constraint is generally not needed and in fact it may itself lead to biased parameter estimates. In principle the alignment optimization can identify 2G − 1 of the parameters α g and ψ g , while the last parameter is identified through equation (4) . Both alignment optimizations are implemented in Mplus. The FIXED alignment optimization assumes that α 1 = 0. The FREE alignment optimization estimates α 1 as an additional parameter. Later on we illustrate with simulation studies the advantages and the disadvantages of the two different alignment methods. The parameters can also be standardized so that the factor metric is set in group 1, i.e., ψ 1 = 1. In fact in Mplus by default the parameters are indeed reported in that metric, however, the alignment optimization is carried out using (4) to ensure full symmetry between the different groups.
In addition, the alignment optimization is conducted after the observed variables are standardized over the entire population so that all variables are on the same scale and the loss functions between the different indicator variables are comparable.
Once the parameters α g and ψ g are obtained via the alignment optimization the loading and intercept parameters are obtained via equations (1) and (2) .
Minimizing the simplicity function F may be complicated due to multiple local optima. In Mplus the minimization of F is performed multiple times using random starting values to ensure that the global minimum is obtained. By default Mplus uses 30 random starting values, however, more random starting values should be used if the global minimum is not replicated at least twice. Mplus will print a warning if this is the case. The technical 8 output can be used to see the fit function values obtained with the different random starting values. Note however that in the technical 8 output Mplus uses −F instead of F as it maximizes the opposite of the fit function. In many practical applications many local optima may be found. Often those local optima yield fit function values that are close to the global optimum fit function value and then typically the local optimum aligned parameters differ only slightly from the global optimum aligned parameters.
The standard errors for the aligned parameters can be computed using the delta method. The total loss function F has 2G − 1 independent parameters. The derivatives of F with respect to those parameters yield identifying equations for α g and ψ g . Those equations can be solved implicitly for α g and ψ g in terms of λ pg,0 and ν pg,0 and using the asymptotic distribution for the parameter estimates of the configural model and these implicit equations one can obtain the asymptotic distribution of the aligned parameters.
There are some limitation in the above method. Alignment for full multiple group structural equation models is not implemented yet in Mplus. Multiple factors can be used with the current method however cross loadings are not allowed, i.e., each indicator can load only on one factor. Alignment for categorical variables is implemented however only with the Bayesian methodology described in the next section and only for binary variables. Covariates can be accommodated in the alignment estimation but are also currently not implemented in Mplus. Most of these current limitations however can be resolved. Further generalizations of this methodology are needed and probably within an easy reach.
Bayesian Estimation
Two types of Bayesian Alignment estimation methods are currently implemented in Mplus, the configural and the BSEM methods. Both methods first estimate the base model M0 using the MCMC methodology. The difference between the two methods is in the model M0. In the configural case the model M0 is simply the configural model where all factor means are fixed to zero and factor variances are fixed to 1. The loading and intercept parameters are estimated as free and unequal parameters using non-informative/default Mplus priors. For the BSEM method the M0 model is a model where all measurement intercepts and loadings are held approximately equal / invariant across groups by specifying highly correlated priors, see Section 4 in Muthén and Asparouhov (2013), and the factor mean and variance are estimated as free parameters in all but the first group. In the first group the factor variance is fixed to 1 and the factor mean is estimated if the FREE alignment is used and it is fixed to 0 if the FIXED alignment is used.
After the M0 model is estimated the second half of the generated MCMC sequence is used to form the posterior distribution of the unaligned configural parameter estimates. That is, if the M0 model is the configural model we simply use the estimated posterior distribution of the M0 estimates. If the M0 model is the BSEM model we compute the posterior distribution for the configural loadings and intercepts parameters using the following formulas
where λ pg,0 and ν pg,0 are the configural loadings and intercepts and α g , ψ g , λ pg,1 , and ν pg,1 are the BSEM parameters. Using the BSEM parameter in each MCMC iteration we apply equations (5) and (6) to obtain the configural loadings and intercepts for each MCMC iteration. We then use these values to form the posterior distribution for the configural intercept and loadings.
In a final step we obtain the posterior distribution of the aligned parameter estimates by minimizing the simplicity function (3) in each MCMC iteration, i.e., using the configural intercept and loadings values in each MCMC iteration we minimizing the simplicity function (3) to obtain aligned estimates in each MCMC iteration. The aligned values from all MCMC iterations are then used to estimate the aligned posterior distribution as well as the point estimates and the standard errors for the aligned parameters. To avoid problems with multiple local optima the aligned parameter values in one MCMC iteration are used as starting values for the next iteration. These starting values are usually quite good because the change in the configural estimates is somewhat gradual and thus the difference between the aligned values in consecutive MCMC iterations is not big.
One of the advantages of the Bayesian alignment estimation over the ML alignment estimation is that it can easily accommodate binary indicator variables through the probit link function. In the MCMC estimation binary variables are used to generate the underlying normal variables with variance 1, see Asparouhov and Muthén (2010) . Once the underlying variables are generated the estimation proceeds as in the normally distributed indicator variables. Currently alignment estimation with ordered polytomous variables is not implemented in Mplus.
Another advantage of the Bayesian alignment estimation over the ML alignment estimation is that it can provide a more flexible model and a better fitting model due to the fact that it is based on the BSEM model. A multiple group factor analysis model may not fit the data well, i.e., even the configural model M0 with completely unrestricted intercept and loading parameters across groups may not fit the data well. In that case, using BSEM with small residual covariance among the indicator variables may improve the model fit. Therefore the Baysian alignment model based on BSEM can have a better model fit than the ML estimated multiple group factor model. The advantage of the BSEM model with the alignment estimation over the BSEM model without the alignment estimation is that it improves interpretability. The alignment estimates are obtained by minimizing the number of non-invariance items, while the BSEM estimates are obtained by minimizing the variability of the of the estimates across groups. The alignment estimates will be simpler to interpret as fewer non-invariant parameters will be found.
Another advantage of the BSEM alignment estimation is that it can be used to resolve estimation problem within individual groups where there is insufficient amount of data or another data related estimation problem arises. By holding the measurement parameters approximately equal across groups while allowing the group specific factor mean and variance to be estimated we can stabilize the estimation by essentially incorporating limited amount of information from other groups into the group specific estimation.
Invariance Analysis
After the alignment estimation is completed a detailed analysis can be done in Mplus to determine which measurement parameters are approximately invariant and which are not. The procedure is an ad-hoc procedure. Other ad-hoc procedures may work equally well. Here we do not provide a theoretical justification, rather, we provide details on the post-estimation algorithm that is used to determine invariance. This procedure works very well with simulated data, where the invariance and the non-invariant parameters are known by design. Thus we expect the procedure to work well in practical applications as well. Below we describe the details of the algorithm implemented in Mplus. The idea behind the algorithm is as follows. For each measurement parameter the largest invariant set of groups is found where for each group in the invariant set of groups the measurement parameter in that group is not statistically significant from the average value for that parameter across all groups in the invariant set. For each group not in the invariant set the parameter is statistically significantly different from that average. The algorithm is based on multiple pairwise comparison, i.e., multiple testing is done and to avoid false non-invariance discovery we use smaller P-values than the nominal 5%. The first step in the algorithm is to determine a starting set of invariant groups. We conduct a pairwise test for each pair of groups and we "connect" two groups if the P-value obtained by the pairwise comparison test is bigger than 0.01. Next we determine the largest connected set for that parameter. This will be the starting set of groups. The starting set will be modified using the following procedure. First the average parameter is computed using the current invariance set. Then for each group a test of significance is conducted to compare the parameter value for each group with the current average. If the P-value is above 0.001 the group is added to the invariant set and if it is below that value the group is removed from the invariance set. We then repeat that process until the invariant set stabilizes and no groups are added or removed from the invari-ance set. Additional rules are added to guarantee that the process indeed stabilizes. The above procedure is based on the delta method when the ML estimation is used and with the Bayesian estimation the testing is done using the posterior distribution for the test statistic. With the Bayesian estimation it is recommended that a longer MCMC sequence is run so that small P-values are more accurately estimated. Typically 1000 MCMC iterations will be sufficient. The above procedure uses small P-values as cutoff values and thus it is important to accurately estimate small P-values. More details on the invariance analysis and various pairwise comparisons can be obtained in Mplus using the ALIGN option of the OUTPUT command.
Simulation Study 1
In this section we describe a basic simulation study that provides an overview of the quality of the aligned estimation. We generate data using a factor analysis model with G groups each of size N . The factor is measured by 5 indicator variables. We generate data so that in each group there is one noninvariant intercept parameter and one non-invariant loading parameter. In all groups the invariant loadings and the residual variances of the indicator variables are set to 1, the invariant intercepts of the indicator variables are set to 0. For simplicity there are 3 different types of groups in this simulation. In group 1 the distribution of the factor is N (0, 1), in group 2 the distribution is N (0.3, 1.5) and in group 3 the distribution is N (1, 1.2) . The remaining groups use the same parameter values as the first 3 groups, group 4 uses the same parameters as group 1, groups 5 uses the same parameters as group 2, etc. The non-invariant parameters in group 1 are ν 5 = 0.5 and λ 3 = 1.4. The non-invariant parameters in group 2 are ν 1 = −0.5 and λ 5 = 0.5. The noninvariant parameters in group 3 are ν 2 = 0.5 and λ 4 = 0.3. To illustrate the effect different factors have on the alignment estimation we vary the number of groups G, the number of observations in each group N , and the alignment estimation method FREE v.s. FIXED. The difference between these two methods is in the way the first group factor intercept α 1 is treated. With the FIXED alignment the parameter α 1 is fixed to 0 and with the FREE alignment that parameter is estimated as a free parameter. We use within group sample size N = 100 or N = 1000 and we use 4 different number of group values: 2, 3, 15 and 60. In this simulation the factor mean and variance in the first group are 0 and 1 and thus the default metric is the same as the metric used to generate the data. Therefore we expect the estimated results to match the generated values.
We also vary the percentage of non-invariance among the intercept and loading parameters. The generation scheme described above has I = 20% non-invariance because 1 out of 5 intercepts and 1 out of 5 loadings is noninvariant. To obtain different levels of non-invariance we modify the above generation scheme as follows. To obtain I = 0% we replace all the noninvariant values with invariant values and to obtain I = 10% we remove the non-invariant loading parameter from each odd numbered group and we remove the non-invariant intercept parameter from each even numbered group. Note here that this concerns only the data generation, the estimated model is the same regardless of the level of non-invariance I, i.e., the estimated model includes for each group free and unequal loadings, intercepts and residual variance as well as factor means and variances, with the exception of the first group where the factor variance is fixed to 1 and possibly the factor mean is fixed to 0. The total number of estimated parameters is (3 · P + 2) · G − 1 for the FREE alignment model and (3 · P + 2) · G − 2 for the FIXED alignment model. In our example with P = 5 indicators and with 60 groups this amounts to 1019 parameters.
In Tables 1 and 2 we report the results for 6 parameters which are typical representatives for the rest of the model parameters. The first two parameters are the factor mean α 2 and factor variance ψ 2 in group 2. We also report two invariant parameters, the first loading λ 1,2 and the second intercept ν 2,2 in group 2. We also report two non-invariant parameters in group 2, the first intercept ν 1,2 and the fifth loading λ 5,2 .
There are several conclusions we draw from these simulation results. First we see that asymptotically the methods work as expected. For sample size N=1000 the point estimates are unbiased and coverage is near or above 95%. Second we see that there are biases when the sample size is small although these are not large in most cases and tend to occur only when the amount of non-invariance is large, i.e., the combination of small sample size and large amount of non-invariance may lead to biased estimates. Third we see that the FREE alignment breaks down when there are only two groups, i.e., the factor intercept in the first group is not really identified with the FREE alignment when there are only two groups. If one intercept is not identified all intercept parameters will not be identified. With 3 or more groups however, the FREE alignment seems to work well and in some cases better than the FIXED alignment. The FREE alignment also breaks down when there is no non-invariance in the parameters, i.e., when I = 0%. This is also as expected. If the parameters estimates are nearly identical across the groups the additional factor mean parameter in the FREE alignment will be poorly identified and the results will be biased. The parameter is well identified if there is some non-invariance in the estimated model. Currently Mplus will provide a warning if it detects that the FREE alignment breakdown occurs due to small number of groups or insufficient measurement non-invariance. The solution to that problem is to simply use the FIXED alignment method.
Another conclusion that we can make is that the biases can increase as the amount of non-invariance increases. When the sample size is small and the non-invariance is relatively large we see the largest bias. In that case one can also expect that the simplicity function has multiple solutions and different solutions can be reached in the different replications and some of those solutions are not the same as the parameters used to generate the data. Just as in EFA analysis and the rotation function, not all generating sets of parameters can be recovered in the estimation. Only those can be recovered that have no simpler alternatives. When the sample size is small and there is a relatively large non-invariance in the parameters the estimated configural model can be sufficiently far away from the generating configural model that the simplest model estimates might not be near the original parameters just because a simpler solution with less non-invariance has been found.
Simulation Study 2
The coverage for most parameters in Tables 1 and 2 is somewhat too high. In the next simulation study we evaluate the quality of the standard errors by computing the ratio between the average standard errors and the standard deviation of the parameters across the replications. Ideally this ratio will be close to 1 although when the point estimates have finite sample size bias the nominal coverage would be achieved when the standard errors are bigger. The simulation study we conduct in this section is a modification of the simulation study described in the previous section. We use a 3 group example, using the 20% non-invariance and we vary only the sample size within each group. In Table 3 the ratio between the average standard errors and the standard deviation for same model parameters we used in the previous section. If the standard error are correct this ratio should be close to 1. We use both the ML and the Bayes estimator. The results in Table 3 show that in most cases the ratio is not far from 1 and it appears to be more often bigger than 1 which corresponds to the standard errors being overestimated. The overestimation appears to decrease as the sample size increases and the standard errors appear to be asymptotically correct. The Bayes estimator appears to gives slightly more accurate standard errors with the average ratio being 1.09 compared to the average ratio of 1.14 for the ML estimator. The worst values for the ML estimator is 1.60 while the worst value for the Byes estimator is 1.32. The comparison between the two types of standard errors is important as the two use completely different computational methods. The Bayes method does not rely on asymptotic theory and is more empirically driven, while the ML method relies on asymptotic theory but is independent of prior specifications.
Simulation Study 3
From the previous simulation studies it appears that the FIXED alignment is almost always better than the FREE alignment. That however is not true. Simply in all of the previous simulations we generated data where the factor mean in the first group is 0. In the next simulation we again generate data with 20% non-invariance however now we set the factor mean in the first group to 1. We report the simulation results for 6 parameters in Table 4 . First we report the α 1 and α 2 estimates for the FREE alignment estimation. Then we report the α 2 parameter under the FIXED alignment estimation as well as α * 2 = α 2 + 1. This second parameter is essentially the α 2 scaled to the data generating scale where the first factor mean is set to 1 instead of 0. If all the measurement parameters were invariant than α * 2 would be an unbiased estimate for the true value of α 2 . This can be illustrated with a different simulation study where all the measurement parameters are invariant, but we do not report this simulation results here. We also report in Table 4 the results for the first intercept in the first group ν 1,1 for both the FIXED and the FREE alignment.
In this simulation we focus on illustrating the advantages of the FREE alignment. In the previous simulation we showed that when the number of groups is 2 or when there are no non-invariant parameters the FIXED alignment is the better choice. Now we will show that in most other cases the FREE alignment is the better choice. We use sample size of N = 1000 and we only vary the number of groups. The results in Table 4 show that for any number of groups the parameter estimates for ν 1,1 are biased with the FIXED alignment and are unbiased with the FREE alignment. The factor mean estimates in the first two groups α 1 and α 2 are unbiased with the FREE alignment and are biased with the FIXED alignment although it appears that the FIXED alignment bias for α 2 decreases as the number of groups increases. That can be explained with the fact that as the number of groups increases the effect of the misspecification in the first group has smaller effect on the estimates when the number of groups is larger. The change in the bias of the α 2 estimates with the FIXED alignment appears to be sudden. That indicates multiple local optima in the fit function (3). The estimate α * 2 appears to be less biased that the original estimate for α 2 for small number of groups but it becomes more biased for larger number of groups. This simulations shows that whenever we have more than 2 groups and measurement non-invariance the FREE alignment parameter estimates are more accurate than the FIXED alignment estimates. 
